Amvets Michigan Posts Reopening

Good News: All Our Posts in Michigan, we are finally allowed to reopen!

It has been a long three months of hibernation for our Posts during this ongoing Virus that has plagued us all. Our Posts have suffered and now is the time to recover.

As we start to recover, we must constantly be aware of the potential that this Virus is just around the corner and we must do all that is possible to sanitize our Posts, commit to Social Distancing and follow the guidelines (Posted) to ensure that we refrain from allowing this Virus to contaminate our Posts. (See copy of Dept. Co-virus 19 Preventive Procedures Attached).

Hope all is well with each and everyone in our Amvet family.
Continue to practice safe procedures and if you are sick or not feeling well, please see your Doctor and stay home, to ensure that none or our Brothers or Sisters do not also become sick.

Please stay safe and consider one another.

Sincerely,

Chuck Petch, ADMC